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Abstract

Offshore wind energy deployment in the US is expected to increase in the years to come, with proposed wind farm sites located in

regions with high-risk for tropical cyclones. Yet, the wind turbine design criteria outlined by the International Electrotechnical

Commission for extreme events may not account for the severe wind conditions in tropical cyclones, even the weaker storms that

are likely to reach mid-Atlantic wind resource areas. To evaluate if current design standards capture the extreme conditions

of these storms, we perform idealized large-eddy simulations of five tropical cyclones (two category-1, two category-2, and

one category-3 storms) using the Weather Research and Forecasting model. Wind conditions near the eyewall of category-1,

category-2 and category-3 storms can exceed current design standards for offshore wind turbines. Hub-height winds can exceed

design criteria for Class I and Class T turbines for 50-year recurrence periods. Moreover, wind speed shear across the turbine

rotor layer is larger than assumed in design specifications. Vertical variations in wind direction across the turbine rotor layer

are also large for tropical cyclones of all intensity levels, suggesting design standards should include veer, which can amplify

loads in wind turbines.
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Key Points:12

• Turbulence-resolving simulations of tropical cyclones shed light onto the extreme13

wind conditions that future offshore wind turbines may experience in regions prone14

to extreme weather events.15

• The magnitudes of hub-height wind speeds, vertical shear and wind veer across16

the turbine rotor layer, may exceed the corresponding extreme wind conditions17

specified by current international offshore wind design standards.18

• Probability distributions of the hub-height mean velocity, velocity profile power-19

law exponent, velocity variance and yaw misalignment angle, extracted from the20

present high-fidelity simulation data, support the need to re-visit wind turbine de-21

sign standards.22
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Abstract23

Offshore wind energy deployment in the US is expected to increase in the years to come,24

with proposed wind farm sites located in regions with high-risk for tropical cyclones. Yet,25

the wind turbine design criteria outlined by the International Electrotechnical Commis-26

sion for extreme events may not account for the severe wind conditions in tropical cy-27

clones, even the weaker storms that are likely to reach mid-Atlantic wind resource ar-28

eas. To evaluate if current design standards capture the extreme conditions of these storms,29

we perform idealized large-eddy simulations of five tropical cyclones (two category-1, two30

category-2, and one category-3 storms) using the Weather Research and Forecasting model.31

Wind conditions near the eyewall of category-1, category-2 and category-3 storms can32

exceed current design standards for offshore wind turbines. Hub-height winds can ex-33

ceed design criteria for Class I and Class T turbines for 50-year recurrence periods. More-34

over, wind speed shear across the turbine rotor layer is larger than assumed in design35

specifications. Vertical variations in wind direction across the turbine rotor layer are also36

large for tropical cyclones of all intensity levels, suggesting design standards should in-37

clude veer, which can amplify loads in wind turbines.38

1 Introduction39

With the US government setting a bold goal of deploying 30 gigawatts (GW) of40

offshore wind by 2030 (The White House, 2022), future offshore wind energy develop-41

ment will need to be expanded to include U.S. regions that are prone to tropical cyclones,42

i.e., Gulf of Mexico, Southern U.S. states and Hawaii (Musial et al., 2022). Leasing plans43

in US hurricane-prone areas are ongoing and large-scale commercial deployment is ex-44

pected to start before 2030 (Musial et al., 2022). However, the uncertainty associated45

with the impact of extreme wind conditions under tropical cyclones (1-min sustained winds46

>30m s−1 at 10m elevation) as well as their recurrence period (between 5 - 16 years)47

(Neumann, 2010; Keim et al., 2007; Hallowell et al., 2018), which are smaller than the48

wind farm lifetime (e.g., 25 years), call for a more thorough investigation of the hurri-49

cane hazard associated with installing and operating offshore wind turbines in these ar-50

eas.51

The International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) provides design standards52

for onshore (61400-1 IEC, 2019a) and offshore (61400-3 IEC, 2019b) wind turbines. The53

IEC defines wind design classes based on wind speed (Class I, II, III) and turbulence (A+,54

A, B, C) conditions (IEC, 2019a). As such, Class IA+ turbines may be designed for high-55

wind conditions with very high turbulence characteristics for deployment in regions with56

low-risk of extreme weather events. Furthermore, the IEC recently introduced a class57

T turbine for deployment in regions where tropical cyclones can occur regularly (IEC,58

2019a). As such, Class IA+,T wind turbines may be designed for the highest wind con-59

ditions and turbulence characteristics. Nonetheless, the Class T wind turbine may not60

cover wind conditions in all the areas prone to tropical cyclones and therefore a site-specific61

assessment may be required (IEC, 2019a).62

Current design specifications for offshore wind turbines do not account for the com-63

plexity in the extreme wind conditions in tropical cyclones. Even though the latest IEC64

61400−3 specifications increase the design reference wind speed (Uref) for T class tur-65

bines (IEC, 2019b), ultimately strengthening turbine blades and support structures, it66

may ignore the actual complexity of the extreme wind conditions during a tropical cy-67

clone as well as possible damaging load cases associated with it. Furthermore, wind tur-68

bine original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) have yet to deploy class T wind turbines69

in hurricane-prone regions (e.g., Gulf of Mexico, Southern U.S. states, Hawaii) (Musial70

et al., 2022) and therefore may have not yet acquired the necessary experience needed71

to refine their design.72
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Wind data at turbine heights (below 300m above the surface) during hurricane events73

are extremely limited, hindering the understanding of wind conditions that negatively74

impact wind turbines. Dropsondes released from airplanes can provide valuable data,75

but do not allow for a temporal or spatial analysis of winds across the rotor layer (Hock76

& Franklin, 1999; Franklin et al., 2003). Data from meteorological towers could allow77

for this analysis, however few offshore towers exist (Archer et al., 2016). Given that the78

most extreme wind conditions in tropical cyclones occur at the radius of maximum winds79

(i.e., eyewall), a sparse observational network is unlikely to capture extreme conditions80

during a tropical cyclone. Furthermore, localized observations can underestimate extreme81

wind conditions, even if experiencing a direct hit, due to under-sampling (Nolan et al.,82

2014). Doppler radars, like the Doppler On Wheels (DOW), are able to capture the spa-83

tial distribution of winds in hurricanes (Marks & Houze, 1984; Wurman & Winslow, 1998;84

Wurman & Kosiba, 2018). DOW observations have already linked tornado-scale vortices85

and mesovortices to increased surface winds in tropical cyclones (Wurman & Kosiba, 2018).86

Even though Doppler radars can capture flow characteristics at varying heights, the high-87

temporal/spatial resolution measurements required to quantify turbulence at turbine heights88

are still lacking.89

Scale-resolving, large-eddy simulations (LES) can provide simulated wind fields that90

capture the turbulence structures across multiple atmospheric length scales and provide91

high-fidelity, tropical cyclone boundary layer solutions. LES capture the dominant phys-92

ical mechanisms that drive tropical cyclones. For instance, LES of Hurricane Harvey sug-93

gest turbulence is mainly driven by roll vortices (Li et al., 2021), which are not captured94

in analytical turbulence models. High-fidelity simulations can also provide insight into95

the spatial complexity of storms. Stern et al. (2021) reports wind gusts exceeding 70m s−1
96

occur consistently over a small radial region for high-intensity storms, but are rare out-97

side this region. Similarly, Ren et al. (2022) show strong localized updrafts occur in in-98

tense hurricanes, which can enhance turbulence.99

LES of tropical cyclones can be used to inform wind turbine design standards. Pre-100

vious idealized LES of a category-5 storm show current design specifications underes-101

timate gusts near the eyewall (Worsnop, Lundquist, et al., 2017). Turbulence spectral102

coherence within the tropical cyclone boundary layer can also be higher than the one pro-103

posed by the IEC standards and employed by various spectral models (Worsnop, Bryan,104

et al., 2017). Similarly, turbulence in the boundary layer of tropical cyclones displays higher105

energy at high frequencies compared to some of the IEC-recommended spectral mod-106

els (Worsnop, Bryan, et al., 2017).107

Wind conditions relevant for wind turbine design have not been studied in depth108

for low-intensity tropical cyclones. Previous work focused on understanding wind con-109

ditions for Category-5 storms, where 1-min sustained winds exceed 70m s−1 (Worsnop,110

Lundquist, et al., 2017; Worsnop, Bryan, et al., 2017). Category-5 storms have a higher111

destructive potential than lower intensity tropical cyclones. However, category-1 and category-112

2 storms are more likely to occur in the Gulf of Mexico and East Coast of the US com-113

pared to category-5 storms (Neumann, 2010; Keim et al., 2007; Hallowell et al., 2018).114

Here, we use LES of five tropical cyclones (two category-1, two category-2 and one115

category-3) to evaluate current design standards for offshore wind turbines and inform116

future development. We compare mean and turbulence wind conditions from five trop-117

ical cyclones of different sizes and intensity levels to the IEC design specifications. Storms118

of different size and similar intensity can provide insight into the differences in the spa-119

tial distribution of extreme winds in tropical cyclones. Furthermore, we recommend ad-120

ditional atmospheric conditions that should be taken into account in wind turbine de-121

sign criteria.122

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the simulation methodol-123

ogy. In section 3, we present the tropical cyclones’ evolution throughout our simulations.124
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The intensity of each tropical cyclone is reported in section 4. Section 5 compares wind125

conditions in our simulations with current design specifications for offshore wind turbines.126

Lastly, we summarize our findings and suggest future research in section 6.127

2 Simulation setup128

We perform LES of five tropical cyclones using the Weather Research and Fore-129

casting (WRF) model v4.1.5 (Skamarock et al., 2019) with a five domain (d01-d05), one-130

way nesting setup. The first three domains, d01–d03, with horizontal resolutions of ∆x =131

13.5 km, 4.5 km and 1.5 km, use a planetary boundary layer (PBL) scheme for turbulence132

closure. The number of grid points in the x− and y−directions for each of the mesoscale133

domains are 300×300, 320×320 and 320×320, respectively. We simulate five tropical134

cyclones with different intensity levels by varying the surface temperature, Ts. Because135

warmer surface temperatures increase the size and intensity of the tropical cyclone, we136

use different domain configurations for the LES domains (Table 1). All domains use 109137

vertical grid points, having the lowest unstaggered vertical level at 10m above the sur-138

face. The grid refinement ratio between d03 and d04 is larger than the commonly uti-139

lized factor of 3, similar to Muñoz-Esparza et al. (2017), to avoid unrealistic modeling140

at resolutions within the terra incognita regime (Wyngaard, 2004), where neither PBL141

schemes nor LES closures are appropriate, and to avoid having spurious structures con-142

taminant the finer domains (Mazzaro et al., 2017).143

Table 1. Simulation setup, including surface temperature Ts, tropical cyclone category, radius

of maximum winds R, horizontal resolution ∆x,∆y, and number of grid points (nx, ny, nz).

Ts [oC] Category R [km] Domain ∆x,∆y [m] nx, ny, nz

26 1 13.8 d04 166.67 (658, 658, 109)
d05 55.55 (1201, 1201, 109)

28 1 21.3 d04 166.67 (658, 658, 109)
d05 55.55 (1201, 1201, 109)

30 2 20.3 d04 166.67 (757, 757, 109)
d05 55.55 (1303, 1303, 109)

32 2 27.1 d04 166.67 (757, 757, 109)
d05 55.55 (1303, 1303, 109)

34 3 33.6 d04 166.67 (865, 865, 109)
d05 55.55 (1603, 1603, 109)

We simulate five distinct tropical cyclones by varying surface forcing and the ini-144

tial potential temperature and water vapor mixing ratio profiles. Similar to Ren et al.145

(2020, 2022), we vary the intensity of each storm by modifying surface temperature be-146

tween 26 ◦C and 34 ◦C. The temperature and water vapor mixing ratio profiles from Jordan147

(1958) are used to initialize our simulations. The potential temperature and water va-148

por mixing ratio profiles are modified as θ(z) = θ0 + (Ts − 28) and qv(z) = qv0(1 ±149

0.07Ts−28), where the sign of 0.07Ts−28 is positive if Ts > 28 ◦C and negative otherwise,150

to accommodate differences in surface forcing (Ren et al., 2020, 2022). The velocity field151

is initialized with a tropical cyclone-like axisymmetric vortex with a maximum wind speed152

of 15m s−1, radius of maximum wind of 82.5 km, and radius of zero wind of 412.5 km (Rotunno153

& Emanuel, 1987), as in previous studies (Rotunno et al., 2009; Ren et al., 2020, 2022).154
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Cloud physics in all domains are parameterized using the WRF Single-Moment 6-155

Class cloud physics (S. Hong & Lim, 2006). The mesoscale domains (d01-d03) use the156

YSU planetary boundary layer scheme to parameterize turbulence mixing (S.-Y. Hong157

et al., 2006). The LES domains (d04-d05) in the 26 ◦C to 32 ◦C simulations use the TKE-158

1.5 order closure to parameterize subgrid-scale (SGS) fluxes of momentum and heat (Moeng159

et al., 2007). We found surface winds are sensitive to SGS model: the nonlinear backscat-160

ter and anisotropy (NBA) SGS model produced faster winds at 10 m compared to the161

TKE-1.5 order closure for the 34 ◦C simulation (not shown). Therefore, the LES domains162

in the 34 ◦C simulation use the NBA model with turbulence kinetic energy (TKE)-based163

stress terms (Kosović, 1997; Mirocha et al., 2010) to simulate the highest-intensity storm.164

Surface boundary conditions are specified using Monin-Obukhov similarity theory (Jiménez165

et al., 2012) for 10m winds slower than 25m s−1. All domains use an alternative formu-166

lation of the surface heat and momentum exchange coefficients for 10m winds faster than167

25m s−1, appropriate for strong winds in ocean environments (Donelan, 2004). The drag168

coefficient is capped at 0.0024, while the heat exchange coefficient increases linearly with169

the thermal length z0q (Dudhia et al., 2008).170

We evaluate the spatial and temporal evolution of wind statistics using high-frequency171

output. The instantaneous velocity components, pressure and potential temperature are172

output at every time step at multiple radial (r/R = [0.8, 1.2] in 0.06 r/R increments)173

and azimuthal (α = [0◦, 90◦] in 10◦ increments) locations in our LES domains. The high-174

frequency output for domain d04 is at ∼6Hz and for d05 is at ∼18Hz. Furthermore, the175

three-dimensional velocity, temperature and pressure fields for the entire domain are out-176

put every 5min.177

3 Tropical cyclone development178

These incipient tropical storms evolve into tropical cyclones of different intensity179

levels as surface temperatures change. The evolution of the storm varies for each trop-180

ical cyclone and each domain. Due to the increased computational cost of the LES do-181

mains, we first develop a tropical cyclone in the mesoscale domains and then initialize182

the turbulence-resolving domains as in Ren et al. (2022, 2020).183

We evaluate spin-up of the mesoscale domains based on the maximum instanta-184

neous wind speed at the surface. Domains d01-d02 are initialized simultaneously and reach185

a quasi-steady state after approximately four days (Figure 1). At this point, domain d03186

is initialized. Maximum instantaneous wind speeds do not vary significantly between do-187

mains d02 and d03. Nonetheless, domain d03 runs for three additional days so that it188

reaches its own resolved steady state.189

In general, warmer surface temperatures result in faster surface winds in the mesoscale190

domains (Figure 1). Even though all tropical cyclones are initialized with the same ve-191

locity field, maximum instantaneous wind speed for domain d03 at 10m above the sur-192

face is 45.5m s−1, 58.01m s−1, 72.87m s−1, 76.71m s−1 and 84.87m s−1 for the 26 ◦C,193

28 ◦C, 30 ◦C, 32 ◦C and 34 ◦C simulations, respectively.194

We evaluate spin-up of the LES domains using turbulence evolution in the bound-195

ary layer. Due to the strong winds, turbulence propagates rapidly across all resolvable196

scales in the LES domains. For domain d04, turbulence spectra at the surface for a ra-197

dial location r far away from the tropical cyclone eyewall R, (r̂ = r/R = 1.8), con-198

verge 1 h after initialization (Figure 2a). However, wind speed at the surface takes longer199

than turbulence to stabilize (Figure 3). Maximum instantaneous surface winds stabilize200

4 h after initialization for the Ts =26 ◦C to 32 ◦C simulations, and 2 h after initializa-201

tion for the Ts =34 ◦C simulation. For domain d05, turbulence spectra away from the202

eyewall converge 5min after initialization (Figure 2b). Turbulence spectra for d04 and203

d05 levels off for k > 1/8∆x because the effective grid resolution of WRF is 7 − 8∆x204
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Figure 1. Temporal evolution of maximum instantaneous wind speed at 10m above the sur-

face in each mesoscale domain for the a) 26 ◦C, b)28 ◦C, c) 30 ◦C, d) 32 ◦C, and e) 34 ◦C tropical

cyclone simulations.

Figure 2. Turbulence spectra of the streamwise velocity at a radial location, r = 1.8R, for

domain d04 (a) and domain d05 (b) at 10m above the surface for the Ts =26 ◦C simulation.

Turbulence spectra are color coded for minutes since initialization for each domain. The vertical

black lines represent the effective resolution of WRF (7− 8∆x) (Skamarock, 2004).
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Figure 3. Time series of maximum streamwise wind speed at the surface (10m) for domain

d04. The light colored lines represent instantaneous maximum wind speed at every time step in

the domain. The dark colored lines represent the 10-min moving average.

(Skamarock, 2004). Note that we only present turbulence evolution for the lowest-intensity205

tropical cyclone because turbulence spin-up is faster in the other cases. The high-resolution206

LES domain for the Ts =26 ◦C to 32 ◦C simulations is run for 65min, from which the207

first 5min are ignored due to turbulence spin-up. Domain d05 in the Ts =34 ◦C trop-208

ical cyclone is run for only 50min due to increased computational cost.209

Just as winds are faster with increasing surface temperatures, the size of the trop-210

ical cyclone also increases (Figure 4) with increasing surface temperatures in these sim-211

ulations, as in (Ren et al., 2020). The radius of maximum wind speed at 10m above the212

surface, R, is on average at 13.8 km, 21.3 km, 20.3 km, 27.1 km and 33.6 km from the cen-213

ter for the 26 ◦C to 34 ◦C simulations, respectively. Throughout the simulation period,214

surface winds at the eyewall are on average 25m s−1, 27m s−1, 35m s−1, 36m s−1 and215

39m s−1 for the Ts =26 ◦C to 34 ◦C tropical cyclones, respectively. We evaluate wind216

statistics at radial locations near the eyewall (r̂ = r/R = [0.8, 1.2]) to quantify the217

extreme wind conditions that occur in tropical cyclones. Note that for largest storms (i.e.,218

Ts = 32 ◦C and 34 ◦C) r̂ = [0.8, 1.2] spans a radial distance of more than 10 km.219

4 Tropical cyclone intensity220

Two category-1, two category-2 and one category-3 tropical cyclones are simulated221

by increasing surface temperature Ts from 26 ◦C to 34 ◦C (Figure 5). We define the cat-222

egory of each tropical cyclone using the Saffir-Simpson wind scale (National Hurricane223

Center, 2021), commonly used to determine storm intensity and property damage. Max-224

imum 1-min sustained winds at 10 meters above the surface in domain d05 are on av-225

erage 35.04m s−1, 38.08m s−1, 47.26m s−1, 46.19m s−1 and 50.05m s−1 for the 26 ◦C,226

28 ◦C, 30 ◦C, 32 ◦C and 34 ◦C simulations, respectively (Figure 5). As a result, tropical227

cyclones with Ts =26 ◦C and 28 ◦C are on average category-1, Ts =30 ◦C and 32 ◦C228

are on average category-2, and Ts =34 ◦C is on average a category-3. Because wind speed229

changes with grid resolution, we define the intensity of each storm using 1-min averaged230

wind speed in domain d05 only. Furthermore, the remaining analysis only considers wind231

conditions in the highest resolution domain.232

From hereon, we refer to each tropical cyclone based on its intensity level (category-233

1,2 or 3) and eyewall radius (R). As such, the tropical cyclone forced with Ts =26 ◦C234

is a category-1 storm with radius of maximum winds R = 13.8 km, and so on, as listed235

in Table 1.236
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Figure 4. Time-averaged horizontal wind speed at 10m above the surface for the a) 26 ◦C, b)

28 ◦C, c) 30 ◦C, d) 32 ◦C, and e) 34 ◦C tropical cyclone simulations. Panel (f) shows the radial

distribution of horizontal wind speed for all tropical cyclones. The x−axis in panel (f) represents

the normalized radial location r̂ = r/R. The velocity fields are averaged over the 50- or 60-min

simulation time period.
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Figure 5. Time series of maximum 1-min averaged horizontal wind speed at 10m above

the surface for each tropical cyclone. For reference, the horizontal black lines illustrate the

wind speed thresholds for the Tropical Storm (TS), Category-1 (Cat-1), Category-2 (Cat-2)

and Category-3 (Cat-3) denominations in the Saffir-Simpson scale.

5 Wind conditions relevant for offshore turbine design237

The IEC standards (IEC, 2019a, 2019b) specify atmospheric conditions for extreme238

events, such as tropical cyclones, for offshore wind turbine design. Because hub-height239

wind speeds in tropical cyclones exceed the operational cut-out wind speed, wind tur-240

bines are expected to be parked during a tropical cyclone and their rotors to be in a stand-241

still or idling condition. Design load cases (DLC) during parked design situations include242

the combination of extreme wind and wave conditions (DLC 6.1-6.4), we only consider243

extreme wind conditions here. In particular, extreme wind models recommended by the244

IEC standards include 10-min and 3-sec analysis using the reference wind speed with a245

recurrence period of 50 years, and the standard deviation of the horizontal wind as a proxy246

for turbulence (IEC, 2019a). Furthermore, yaw misalignment is also considered as a loads247

amplifying factor with a maximum, mean yaw misalignment of ±20◦ or ±8◦, depend-248

ing on the extreme wind model. In both cases, an active yaw system is assumed to be249

in place and the absence of slippage is also assured. Finally, Annex I of the IEC 61400−3250

standards specify two additional DLCs (i.e. I.1 and I.2) specifically for areas prone to251

tropical cyclones, which allow for an increase in the design return period (from 50 years252

to 500 years). For DLC I.1, 10-min averaged winds with a 500-year return period should253

be estimated using the local climatology of the site. For DLC I.2, the return period for254

winds should be selected such that the joint event of loss of yaw power and controls dur-255

ing the extreme environmental conditions is 500 years.256

We contrast wind conditions from the IEC design standards for offshore wind tur-257

bines against the conditions calculated by the LES of tropical cyclones. In this way, we258

compare 10-min and 3-sec winds in the turbine rotor layer with a 50-year recurrence pe-259

riod from the IEC 61400−3 standard with 10-min and 3-sec averaged winds from each260

tropical cyclone simulation. We also compare turbulence in the tropical cyclone bound-261

ary layer against the assumed turbulence from the IEC standards. Furthermore, we eval-262

uate the temporal and spatial evolution of wind direction in the turbine rotor layer. For263

reference, we consider the NREL 5MW wind turbine for offshore development with hub264

height at 90m above the surface and rotor diameter D of 126m (Jonkman et al., 2009).265
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5.1 Extreme wind models266

Design loads are evaluated using a variety of wind models with a reference wind267

speed. For parked conditions, such as during a tropical cyclone event, design loads are268

evaluated using the steady extreme wind speed model and the turbulent extreme wind269

speed model. The steady extreme wind speed model provides guidance on 3-sec aver-270

aged winds in the turbine rotor layer with 50-year (Ue50) recurrence period (Equation271

1). The turbulent extreme wind speed model provides guidance on 10-min averaged winds272

in the turbine rotor layer with 50-year (U50) recurrence period (Equation 2). The lat-273

est IEC standard for offshore wind turbines (IEC, 2019b) requires the use of the turbu-274

lent extreme wind speed model for DLC 6.1-6.4; conversely, either extreme wind speed275

model can be used for onshore wind turbine design (IEC, 2019a). Herein, we contrast276

both models against wind conditions in tropical cyclones. For the IEC Class IA+ tur-277

bine, the most robust turbine class in the IEC standards for deployment in regions with278

low-risk for tropical cyclones, the reference wind speed (Uref) and turbulence intensity279

(Iref) are 50m s−1 and 0.18, respectively. For the IEC Class IA+,T turbine (Class T from280

hereon), the most robust turbine class in the IEC standards for deployment in regions281

where tropical cyclones can occur, the reference wind speed (Uref,T) and turbulence in-282

tensity are 57m s−1 and 0.18, respectively.283

Ue50(z) = 1.4Uref

(
z

zh

)0.11

(1)

U50(z) = Uref

(
z

zh

)0.11

(2)

Hub-height wind gusts in tropical cyclones rarely exceed design standards for the284

Class I and Class T turbines (Figure 6a). The black (grey) vertical line in Figure 6a de-285

note design specifications for the Class I (Class T) turbine for 50 year return periods.286

Wind gusts are larger than design criteria for the Class I turbine less than 10% of the287

time for category-2 and category-3 storms. For Class T turbines, wind gusts exceed de-288

sign specifications less than 1% of the time in category-2 and category-3 storms. Wind289

gusts in category-1 tropical cyclones do not exceed 50-year design criteria for Class I and290

Class T turbines.291

Mean (10-min) hub-height winds in category-2,3 tropical cyclones typically exceed292

design standards for Class I turbines (Figure 6b). Over the simulated time period, 10-293

min averaged hub-height winds near the eyewall can exceed 50-year Class I turbine de-294

sign standards at least 85% of the time in category-2 storms. Mean hub-height winds295

Figure 6. Probability density of 3-sec (a) and 10-min (b) averaged winds at hub height for

radial locations between r̂ = [0.8, 1.2]. The vertical black (grey) lines illustrate the extreme winds

for the Class I (Class T) turbine in the IEC standards with a 50-year recurrence period for the

steady (a) and turbulent (b) extreme wind speed models.
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Figure 7. Probability density of the power-law exponent fit to the 3-sec (a) and 10-min (b)

averaged wind profiles for radial locations between r̂ = [0.8, 1.2]. The vertical black line illustrates

the power-law exponent from the IEC standards α = 0.11.

near the eyewall of the category-3 storm always exceed design criteria for Class I tur-296

bines. Mean winds in the category-1 tropical cyclones are faster than design standards297

for the Class I turbine less than 10% of the time.298

Hub-height winds averaged over 10-min in category-2,3 tropical cyclones sometimes299

exceed Class T turbine design standards (Figure 6b). Winds (10-min averaged) near the300

eyewall of the category-2 storms exceed design criteria for Class T turbines at least 28%301

of the time. In the highest intensity storm, mean hub-height winds exceed design cri-302

teria 86% of the time. Mean winds at hub height in the category-1 tropical cyclones do303

not exceed 50-year design criteria for the Class T turbine.304

Current standards underestimate the extreme vertical shear of the horizontal wind305

that can occur in the turbine rotor layer during extreme events (Figure 7). Instead, the306

steady and turbulent extreme wind models (Equations 1 and 2) prescribed in the stan-307

dards suggest a power-law wind profile during extreme events with an exponent α = 0.11.308

However, wind profiles for the category-1, category-2 and category-3 tropical cyclones309

consistently display larger shear (Figure 7). More than 85% of 3-sec averaged wind pro-310

files evidence larger shear than design specifications for all tropical cyclones. Moreover,311

virtually all 10-min averaged wind profiles display shear larger than α = 0.11. The mean312

power law exponent for both 3-sec and 10-min averaged wind profiles near the eyewall313

is about 0.20 for all tropical cyclones. In addition, shear for 3-sec (10-min) averaged winds314

exceeds α = 0.32 (0.22) at least 5% of the time for all tropical cyclones.315

The extreme wind speed models from the IEC standards fail to account for com-316

plex wind profiles, which typically occur over short time periods (Figure 8). Figure 8 shows317

the wind profile of the median hub-height wind speed for a 3-sec and 10-min averaging318

periods. Wind profiles representing 3-sec averaged conditions can often display local max-319

ima within the rotor layer, which could impact loads (Figure 8f-j). This variability is also320

evidenced in the larger spread of the power law exponent for the 3-sec winds compared321

to the 10-min averaged winds (Figure 7). Even though the 10-min averaged wind pro-322

files do not typically display a local maxima within the rotor layer, wind speed in the323

upper turbine rotor layer can exceed 50-year design standards for Class I and Class T324

turbines due to larger-than-expected wind shear (Figure 8a-e).325

5.2 Turbulence model326

IEC wind turbine design specifications recommend the Mann uniform shear model327

(Mann, 1994) or the Kaimal spectral model (Kaimal et al., 1972) for design load calcu-328
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Figure 8. Wind profiles of the median hub-height wind speed for a 10-min (a-e) and 3-sec

(f-j) averaging periods. Wind speed profiles are shown at multiple radial locations: r̂ = 0.8 (a,f),

r̂ = 0.9 (b,g), r̂ = 1.0 (c,h), r̂ = 1.1 (d,i), and r̂ = 1.2 (e,j). The solid black (grey) lines in

each panel represent the wind profile for the Class I (Class T) turbine for the turbulent (a-e) and

steady (f-j) extreme wind speed models in the IEC standards with a 50-year recurrence period.

The grey shaded area in each panel represents the turbine rotor layer. The horizontal black line

illustrates hub height.

lations (IEC, 2019a). Even though these models may not represent the spectral energy329

in the tropical cyclone boundary layer (Worsnop, Bryan, et al., 2017), we will focus on330

the total energy contained over all frequencies, namely the variance of the horizontal ve-331

locity. An input to the Mann and Kaimal models is the standard deviation of the stream-332

wise velocity σ1, commonly estimated using the normal turbulence model (Equation 3).333

As recommended in the IEC standards (IEC, 2019a, 2019b), the standard deviation of334

the streamwise wind is estimated using a 10-min moving average.335

σ1 = Iref(0.75Uhub + b)

Uhub = 0.7Uref

b = 5.6 m s−1

(3)

The normal turbulence model underestimates variability in the tropical cyclone bound-336

ary layer, especially for the high-intensity tropical cyclones (Figure 9). The standard de-337

viation of the streamwise wind at hub height is frequently larger than the normal tur-338

bulence model for the Class I and Class T turbines. For the category-1 storms, σ1 ex-339

ceeds the normal turbulence model 23% (16%) of the time for the Class I (Class T) tur-340

bine. For the category-2 storms, σ1 exceeds the normal turbulence model 38% (30%) of341

the time for the Class I (Class T) turbine. Finally, for the category-3 storm, σ1 exceeds342

the normal turbulence model 44% (37%) of the time for the Class I (Class T) turbine.343

Furthermore, the 95th percentile of σ1 in the eyewall vicinity is greater than 10m s−1,344

13m s−1 and 15m s−1 for the category-1, category-2 and category-3 tropical cyclones,345
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Figure 9. Probability density of the standard deviation of the streamwise velocity for the

category-1 R = 13.8 km (a), category-1 R = 21.3 km (b), category-2 R = 20 km (c), category-2

R = 27.1 km (d), and category-3 R = 33.6 km (e) tropical cyclones. Probability distributions

are color-coded for radial locations between r̂ = [0.8, 1.2]. The dashed vertical black (grey) line

illustrates the standard deviation of the streamwise velocity from the normal turbulence model

for the Class I (Class T) turbine.

respectively. Thus, the normal turbulence model does not represent the extreme wind346

variability that can occur in the tropical cyclone boundary layer.347

5.3 Yaw misalignment348

The design specifications the IEC 61400−3 requires parked turbines to consider wind349

direction changes for loads analysis. Yaw misalignment is the horizontal wind direction350

deviation from the wind turbine rotor axis. The standard dictates that a ±20◦ and a ±8◦351

yaw misalignment should be considered when estimating loads using the steady and the352

turbulent extreme wind model, respectively.353

Hub-height winds change direction rapidly near the tropical cyclone eyewall (Fig-354

ure 10). Rapid wind direction changes over 10-sec intervals occasionally exceed 8◦. On355

average for all tropical cyclones, 10-sec changes in hub-height wind direction exceed 8◦356

17% of the time. However, our simulations suggest winds rarely change direction by more357

than 20◦ over a 10-sec time period. Throughout the simulation period, winds change di-358

rection by more than 20◦ over a 10-sec period at most 3% of the time, and on average359

for all tropical cyclones only 1% of the time. While our results differ from the large shifts360

in wind direction reported by Worsnop, Lundquist, et al. (2017), we are simulating dif-361

ferent storms: they simulate a category-5 tropical cyclone whereas our highest-intensity362
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Figure 10. Probability density of yaw misalignment for the category-1 R = 13.8 km (a),

category-1 R = 21.3 km (b), category-2 R = 20 km (c), category-2 R = 27.1 km (d), and

category-3 R = 33.6 km (e) tropical cyclones. Probability distributions are color-coded for radial

locations between r̂ = [0.8, 1.2]. The dotted vertical black (grey) line illustrates the ±8◦ (±20◦)

misalignment from the IEC standards for reference.
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Figure 11. Radial distribution of median wind veer over the turbine rotor layer for the

category-1 (a), category-2 (b), and category-3 (c) tropical cyclones. The colored shaded regions

on each plot represent the 95% confidence intervals.

storm is category 3. Furthermore, they only report the maximum yaw misalignment at363

each radial location (Worsnop, Lundquist, et al., 2017).364

5.4 Wind veer365

Just as wind speed varies with height, wind direction also changes in the vertical366

direction. This vertical variation in wind direction is called wind veer. Wind veer is not367

considered in current design specifications, even though it typically occurs in the atmo-368

spheric boundary layer onshore (Vanderwende et al., 2015) and offshore (Bodini et al.,369

2019), and can impact turbine performance (Sanchez Gomez & Lundquist, 2020; Bardal370

et al., 2015; Gao et al., 2021) and loads (Churchfield & Sirnivas, 2018; Robertson et al.,371

2019; Kapoor et al., 2020). Veer is defined as the shortest rotational path between the372

wind vectors at the bottom and top of the turbine rotor layer, here normalized over the373

turbine rotor diameter D. We estimate wind veer using the difference in 10-sec averaged374

wind direction at the top (z =153m) and bottom (z =27m) of the turbine rotor layer.375

Wind veer remains largely unchanged along the radius of the tropical cyclone close376

to the eyewall for all storm intensities (Figure 11). For the category-1 storms, median377

wind veer close to the eyewall is on average 0.083 and 0.068 ◦ m−1. For the category-2378

storms, median wind veer is on average 0.069 and 0.066 ◦ m−1. For the category-3 storm,379

median wind veer is on average 0.053 ◦ m−1. The weaker tropical cyclones evidence larger380

variability in wind veer than the high-intensity tropical cyclones, as shown by the 95%381

confidence intervals at each radial location (Figure 11). This increased variability is likely382

due to larger eddies forming in the high-intensity tropical cyclones, resulting in coher-383

ent structures that span the turbine rotor layer.384

6 Conclusions385

Wind conditions in tropical cyclones relevant for wind turbine design are not well386

understood and data are scarce. As a result, design standards for offshore wind turbines387

may misrepresent extreme conditions in tropical cyclones. We perform idealized LES of388

five storms to evaluate current turbine design standards. We evaluate mean and turbu-389

lence wind statistics in the tropical cyclone boundary layer and compare them with IEC390

design specifications. We find likely wind conditions near the eyewall of category-1, category-391

2 and category-3 storms can exceed current design standard recommendations.392

In particular, mean (10-min) hub-height wind speed in the eyewall vicinity is fre-393

quently faster than expected in offshore design standards, especially for category-2 and394
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category-3 tropical cyclones (Figure 6b). Average 10-min winds in category-2 and category-395

3 cyclones exceed 50-year design specifications for both Class I and Class T turbines at396

least one third of the time. Category-1 storms typically do not exceed 50-year design cri-397

teria. The IEC 61400−3 standard requires the use of the turbulent extreme wind model398

(10-min) for offshore turbine design (IEC, 2019b). These results suggest that the tur-399

bulent extreme wind model underestimates winds, especially near the tropical cyclone400

eyewall, for both Class I and Class T turbines.401

Wind speed gusts near the eyewall are sometimes faster than expected in offshore402

design standards for category-2 and category-3 tropical cyclones (Figure 6a). Wind gusts403

exceed design specifications for the Class I turbine nearly 10% of the time in the category-404

3 storm. For the category-2 tropical cyclones, 3-sec winds exceed design specifications405

less than 5% of the time. Wind conditions in all storms rarely exceed 3-sec design cri-406

teria for Class T turbines for 50-year return periods. Worsnop, Lundquist, et al. (2017)407

also showed wind gusts in tropical cyclones can exceed design standards for Class I tur-408

bines for a category-5 storm. They report 3-sec winds can be 1.7 faster than 10-min winds409

near the eyewall (Worsnop, Lundquist, et al., 2017). For a limited number of hurricanes,410

Vickery and Skerlj (2005) also reports high wind gusts. They show 5-sec averaged winds411

can exceed 70m s−1 when 10-min winds are at least 50m s−1 at 40m above the surface.412

Even though the steady extreme wind model (3-sec) is not recommended for offshore wind413

turbines, the IEC 61400−1 standard suggests this model for onshore wind turbine de-414

sign (IEC, 2019a). These results suggest that the steady extreme wind model may un-415

derestimate winds for Class I turbines, especially near the eyewall of high-intensity trop-416

ical cyclones.417

Wind speed shear in tropical cyclones is also larger than in the IEC extreme wind418

models (Figure 7). The mean power law exponent, α, in our simulations is calculated419

to have an average value around 0.2, nearly twice as large as the values specified for the420

turbulent and steady extreme wind models (i.e. α =0.11). Furthermore, as hub-height421

winds are faster than anticipated, wind speed in the upper rotor layer also exceeds de-422

sign specifications. Note that the IEC standards include an extreme wind shear model423

with α = 0.2 for use when turbines are in operation (DLC 1.1-1.5). This finding may424

suggest that an additional provision in the standards could be made to recommend the425

use of the extreme shear model exponent, α =0.2, for design load calculations during426

tropical cyclones as well.427

Wind speed variability is also potentially underestimated for design load calcula-428

tions. For the Class I (Class T) turbine for very high turbulence characteristics (i.e., A+429

category), the normal turbulence model anticipates σ1 = 5.7m s−1 (6.4m s−1). The stan-430

dard deviation of the horizontal velocity at the eyewall is on average 3, 4.5, and 5.7m s−1
431

for the category-1, category-2 and category-3 storms, respectively. Nonetheless, extreme432

wind conditions in tropical cyclones can result in σ1 > 10m s−1 for at least 5% of cases433

for all storm categories. Therefore, design specifications for 50-year recurrence events could434

incorporate a larger standard deviation to represent the higher turbulence levels that can435

occur in tropical cyclones.436

Wind direction shifts across the turbine rotor layer are also significant in tropical437

cyclones. Hub-height wind direction changes over short time periods (10-sec) typically438

do not exceed ±20◦ and only occasionally (17% probability of occurrence) exceed ±8◦439

for the tropical cyclones simulated here (Figure 10). We do not expect extreme changes440

in hub-height wind direction throughout our simulations because the tropical cyclones441

are in a quasi-steady state. In reality, tropical cyclones drift over time, potentially re-442

sulting in ±180◦ changes in wind direction as the storm moves over the wind plant. Nev-443

ertheless, all storms evidence large wind veer across the turbine rotor layer (Figure 11).444

Current design specifications do not account for the increased loads from wind veer (Kapoor445

et al., 2020). We find wind veer does not change dramatically between storm intensities446

nor radial location. As a result, we expect the faster winds in the category-3 storm to447
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increase loads more compared to the category-1 storm. The influence from veer should448

be tested in load simulators to assess its importance on design standards for tropical cy-449

clones of varying intensity levels.450

These results can help improve design standards for offshore wind turbines in re-451

gions prone to tropical cyclones. Investigation of the actual loads induced by the wind452

gusts, turbulence levels, yaw misalignment and veer discussed here can provide guidance453

on the modifications required to build turbines for regions with high-risk of tropical cy-454

clones. Note that the simulations presented here likely provide a conservative estimate455

of the extreme conditions occurring in the turbine rotor layer. Ren et al. (2020, 2022);456

Ito et al. (2017) show that turbulence statistics vary with increased grid resolution. As457

a result, wind gusts in the tropical cyclone eyewall can be faster and wind direction changes458

more severe, increasing loads on wind turbine support structures and blades. Refinements459

to the LES should also be explored to include wave effects, which are required for de-460

sign load calculations in the IEC standards. Adding wind-wave coupling can provide ad-461

ditional information about the sea state in the tropical cyclone, which also influences loads462

on the support structure of offshore wind turbines (Kim et al., 2016).463
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Key Points:12

• Turbulence-resolving simulations of tropical cyclones shed light onto the extreme13

wind conditions that future offshore wind turbines may experience in regions prone14

to extreme weather events.15

• The magnitudes of hub-height wind speeds, vertical shear and wind veer across16

the turbine rotor layer, may exceed the corresponding extreme wind conditions17

specified by current international offshore wind design standards.18

• Probability distributions of the hub-height mean velocity, velocity profile power-19

law exponent, velocity variance and yaw misalignment angle, extracted from the20

present high-fidelity simulation data, support the need to re-visit wind turbine de-21

sign standards.22
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Abstract23

Offshore wind energy deployment in the US is expected to increase in the years to come,24

with proposed wind farm sites located in regions with high-risk for tropical cyclones. Yet,25

the wind turbine design criteria outlined by the International Electrotechnical Commis-26

sion for extreme events may not account for the severe wind conditions in tropical cy-27

clones, even the weaker storms that are likely to reach mid-Atlantic wind resource ar-28

eas. To evaluate if current design standards capture the extreme conditions of these storms,29

we perform idealized large-eddy simulations of five tropical cyclones (two category-1, two30

category-2, and one category-3 storms) using the Weather Research and Forecasting model.31

Wind conditions near the eyewall of category-1, category-2 and category-3 storms can32

exceed current design standards for offshore wind turbines. Hub-height winds can ex-33

ceed design criteria for Class I and Class T turbines for 50-year recurrence periods. More-34

over, wind speed shear across the turbine rotor layer is larger than assumed in design35

specifications. Vertical variations in wind direction across the turbine rotor layer are also36

large for tropical cyclones of all intensity levels, suggesting design standards should in-37

clude veer, which can amplify loads in wind turbines.38

1 Introduction39

With the US government setting a bold goal of deploying 30 gigawatts (GW) of40

offshore wind by 2030 (The White House, 2022), future offshore wind energy develop-41

ment will need to be expanded to include U.S. regions that are prone to tropical cyclones,42

i.e., Gulf of Mexico, Southern U.S. states and Hawaii (Musial et al., 2022). Leasing plans43

in US hurricane-prone areas are ongoing and large-scale commercial deployment is ex-44

pected to start before 2030 (Musial et al., 2022). However, the uncertainty associated45

with the impact of extreme wind conditions under tropical cyclones (1-min sustained winds46

>30m s−1 at 10m elevation) as well as their recurrence period (between 5 - 16 years)47

(Neumann, 2010; Keim et al., 2007; Hallowell et al., 2018), which are smaller than the48

wind farm lifetime (e.g., 25 years), call for a more thorough investigation of the hurri-49

cane hazard associated with installing and operating offshore wind turbines in these ar-50

eas.51

The International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) provides design standards52

for onshore (61400-1 IEC, 2019a) and offshore (61400-3 IEC, 2019b) wind turbines. The53

IEC defines wind design classes based on wind speed (Class I, II, III) and turbulence (A+,54

A, B, C) conditions (IEC, 2019a). As such, Class IA+ turbines may be designed for high-55

wind conditions with very high turbulence characteristics for deployment in regions with56

low-risk of extreme weather events. Furthermore, the IEC recently introduced a class57

T turbine for deployment in regions where tropical cyclones can occur regularly (IEC,58

2019a). As such, Class IA+,T wind turbines may be designed for the highest wind con-59

ditions and turbulence characteristics. Nonetheless, the Class T wind turbine may not60

cover wind conditions in all the areas prone to tropical cyclones and therefore a site-specific61

assessment may be required (IEC, 2019a).62

Current design specifications for offshore wind turbines do not account for the com-63

plexity in the extreme wind conditions in tropical cyclones. Even though the latest IEC64

61400−3 specifications increase the design reference wind speed (Uref) for T class tur-65

bines (IEC, 2019b), ultimately strengthening turbine blades and support structures, it66

may ignore the actual complexity of the extreme wind conditions during a tropical cy-67

clone as well as possible damaging load cases associated with it. Furthermore, wind tur-68

bine original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) have yet to deploy class T wind turbines69

in hurricane-prone regions (e.g., Gulf of Mexico, Southern U.S. states, Hawaii) (Musial70

et al., 2022) and therefore may have not yet acquired the necessary experience needed71

to refine their design.72
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Wind data at turbine heights (below 300m above the surface) during hurricane events73

are extremely limited, hindering the understanding of wind conditions that negatively74

impact wind turbines. Dropsondes released from airplanes can provide valuable data,75

but do not allow for a temporal or spatial analysis of winds across the rotor layer (Hock76

& Franklin, 1999; Franklin et al., 2003). Data from meteorological towers could allow77

for this analysis, however few offshore towers exist (Archer et al., 2016). Given that the78

most extreme wind conditions in tropical cyclones occur at the radius of maximum winds79

(i.e., eyewall), a sparse observational network is unlikely to capture extreme conditions80

during a tropical cyclone. Furthermore, localized observations can underestimate extreme81

wind conditions, even if experiencing a direct hit, due to under-sampling (Nolan et al.,82

2014). Doppler radars, like the Doppler On Wheels (DOW), are able to capture the spa-83

tial distribution of winds in hurricanes (Marks & Houze, 1984; Wurman & Winslow, 1998;84

Wurman & Kosiba, 2018). DOW observations have already linked tornado-scale vortices85

and mesovortices to increased surface winds in tropical cyclones (Wurman & Kosiba, 2018).86

Even though Doppler radars can capture flow characteristics at varying heights, the high-87

temporal/spatial resolution measurements required to quantify turbulence at turbine heights88

are still lacking.89

Scale-resolving, large-eddy simulations (LES) can provide simulated wind fields that90

capture the turbulence structures across multiple atmospheric length scales and provide91

high-fidelity, tropical cyclone boundary layer solutions. LES capture the dominant phys-92

ical mechanisms that drive tropical cyclones. For instance, LES of Hurricane Harvey sug-93

gest turbulence is mainly driven by roll vortices (Li et al., 2021), which are not captured94

in analytical turbulence models. High-fidelity simulations can also provide insight into95

the spatial complexity of storms. Stern et al. (2021) reports wind gusts exceeding 70m s−1
96

occur consistently over a small radial region for high-intensity storms, but are rare out-97

side this region. Similarly, Ren et al. (2022) show strong localized updrafts occur in in-98

tense hurricanes, which can enhance turbulence.99

LES of tropical cyclones can be used to inform wind turbine design standards. Pre-100

vious idealized LES of a category-5 storm show current design specifications underes-101

timate gusts near the eyewall (Worsnop, Lundquist, et al., 2017). Turbulence spectral102

coherence within the tropical cyclone boundary layer can also be higher than the one pro-103

posed by the IEC standards and employed by various spectral models (Worsnop, Bryan,104

et al., 2017). Similarly, turbulence in the boundary layer of tropical cyclones displays higher105

energy at high frequencies compared to some of the IEC-recommended spectral mod-106

els (Worsnop, Bryan, et al., 2017).107

Wind conditions relevant for wind turbine design have not been studied in depth108

for low-intensity tropical cyclones. Previous work focused on understanding wind con-109

ditions for Category-5 storms, where 1-min sustained winds exceed 70m s−1 (Worsnop,110

Lundquist, et al., 2017; Worsnop, Bryan, et al., 2017). Category-5 storms have a higher111

destructive potential than lower intensity tropical cyclones. However, category-1 and category-112

2 storms are more likely to occur in the Gulf of Mexico and East Coast of the US com-113

pared to category-5 storms (Neumann, 2010; Keim et al., 2007; Hallowell et al., 2018).114

Here, we use LES of five tropical cyclones (two category-1, two category-2 and one115

category-3) to evaluate current design standards for offshore wind turbines and inform116

future development. We compare mean and turbulence wind conditions from five trop-117

ical cyclones of different sizes and intensity levels to the IEC design specifications. Storms118

of different size and similar intensity can provide insight into the differences in the spa-119

tial distribution of extreme winds in tropical cyclones. Furthermore, we recommend ad-120

ditional atmospheric conditions that should be taken into account in wind turbine de-121

sign criteria.122

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the simulation methodol-123

ogy. In section 3, we present the tropical cyclones’ evolution throughout our simulations.124
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The intensity of each tropical cyclone is reported in section 4. Section 5 compares wind125

conditions in our simulations with current design specifications for offshore wind turbines.126

Lastly, we summarize our findings and suggest future research in section 6.127

2 Simulation setup128

We perform LES of five tropical cyclones using the Weather Research and Fore-129

casting (WRF) model v4.1.5 (Skamarock et al., 2019) with a five domain (d01-d05), one-130

way nesting setup. The first three domains, d01–d03, with horizontal resolutions of ∆x =131

13.5 km, 4.5 km and 1.5 km, use a planetary boundary layer (PBL) scheme for turbulence132

closure. The number of grid points in the x− and y−directions for each of the mesoscale133

domains are 300×300, 320×320 and 320×320, respectively. We simulate five tropical134

cyclones with different intensity levels by varying the surface temperature, Ts. Because135

warmer surface temperatures increase the size and intensity of the tropical cyclone, we136

use different domain configurations for the LES domains (Table 1). All domains use 109137

vertical grid points, having the lowest unstaggered vertical level at 10m above the sur-138

face. The grid refinement ratio between d03 and d04 is larger than the commonly uti-139

lized factor of 3, similar to Muñoz-Esparza et al. (2017), to avoid unrealistic modeling140

at resolutions within the terra incognita regime (Wyngaard, 2004), where neither PBL141

schemes nor LES closures are appropriate, and to avoid having spurious structures con-142

taminant the finer domains (Mazzaro et al., 2017).143

Table 1. Simulation setup, including surface temperature Ts, tropical cyclone category, radius

of maximum winds R, horizontal resolution ∆x,∆y, and number of grid points (nx, ny, nz).

Ts [oC] Category R [km] Domain ∆x,∆y [m] nx, ny, nz

26 1 13.8 d04 166.67 (658, 658, 109)
d05 55.55 (1201, 1201, 109)

28 1 21.3 d04 166.67 (658, 658, 109)
d05 55.55 (1201, 1201, 109)

30 2 20.3 d04 166.67 (757, 757, 109)
d05 55.55 (1303, 1303, 109)

32 2 27.1 d04 166.67 (757, 757, 109)
d05 55.55 (1303, 1303, 109)

34 3 33.6 d04 166.67 (865, 865, 109)
d05 55.55 (1603, 1603, 109)

We simulate five distinct tropical cyclones by varying surface forcing and the ini-144

tial potential temperature and water vapor mixing ratio profiles. Similar to Ren et al.145

(2020, 2022), we vary the intensity of each storm by modifying surface temperature be-146

tween 26 ◦C and 34 ◦C. The temperature and water vapor mixing ratio profiles from Jordan147

(1958) are used to initialize our simulations. The potential temperature and water va-148

por mixing ratio profiles are modified as θ(z) = θ0 + (Ts − 28) and qv(z) = qv0(1 ±149

0.07Ts−28), where the sign of 0.07Ts−28 is positive if Ts > 28 ◦C and negative otherwise,150

to accommodate differences in surface forcing (Ren et al., 2020, 2022). The velocity field151

is initialized with a tropical cyclone-like axisymmetric vortex with a maximum wind speed152

of 15m s−1, radius of maximum wind of 82.5 km, and radius of zero wind of 412.5 km (Rotunno153

& Emanuel, 1987), as in previous studies (Rotunno et al., 2009; Ren et al., 2020, 2022).154
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Cloud physics in all domains are parameterized using the WRF Single-Moment 6-155

Class cloud physics (S. Hong & Lim, 2006). The mesoscale domains (d01-d03) use the156

YSU planetary boundary layer scheme to parameterize turbulence mixing (S.-Y. Hong157

et al., 2006). The LES domains (d04-d05) in the 26 ◦C to 32 ◦C simulations use the TKE-158

1.5 order closure to parameterize subgrid-scale (SGS) fluxes of momentum and heat (Moeng159

et al., 2007). We found surface winds are sensitive to SGS model: the nonlinear backscat-160

ter and anisotropy (NBA) SGS model produced faster winds at 10 m compared to the161

TKE-1.5 order closure for the 34 ◦C simulation (not shown). Therefore, the LES domains162

in the 34 ◦C simulation use the NBA model with turbulence kinetic energy (TKE)-based163

stress terms (Kosović, 1997; Mirocha et al., 2010) to simulate the highest-intensity storm.164

Surface boundary conditions are specified using Monin-Obukhov similarity theory (Jiménez165

et al., 2012) for 10m winds slower than 25m s−1. All domains use an alternative formu-166

lation of the surface heat and momentum exchange coefficients for 10m winds faster than167

25m s−1, appropriate for strong winds in ocean environments (Donelan, 2004). The drag168

coefficient is capped at 0.0024, while the heat exchange coefficient increases linearly with169

the thermal length z0q (Dudhia et al., 2008).170

We evaluate the spatial and temporal evolution of wind statistics using high-frequency171

output. The instantaneous velocity components, pressure and potential temperature are172

output at every time step at multiple radial (r/R = [0.8, 1.2] in 0.06 r/R increments)173

and azimuthal (α = [0◦, 90◦] in 10◦ increments) locations in our LES domains. The high-174

frequency output for domain d04 is at ∼6Hz and for d05 is at ∼18Hz. Furthermore, the175

three-dimensional velocity, temperature and pressure fields for the entire domain are out-176

put every 5min.177

3 Tropical cyclone development178

These incipient tropical storms evolve into tropical cyclones of different intensity179

levels as surface temperatures change. The evolution of the storm varies for each trop-180

ical cyclone and each domain. Due to the increased computational cost of the LES do-181

mains, we first develop a tropical cyclone in the mesoscale domains and then initialize182

the turbulence-resolving domains as in Ren et al. (2022, 2020).183

We evaluate spin-up of the mesoscale domains based on the maximum instanta-184

neous wind speed at the surface. Domains d01-d02 are initialized simultaneously and reach185

a quasi-steady state after approximately four days (Figure 1). At this point, domain d03186

is initialized. Maximum instantaneous wind speeds do not vary significantly between do-187

mains d02 and d03. Nonetheless, domain d03 runs for three additional days so that it188

reaches its own resolved steady state.189

In general, warmer surface temperatures result in faster surface winds in the mesoscale190

domains (Figure 1). Even though all tropical cyclones are initialized with the same ve-191

locity field, maximum instantaneous wind speed for domain d03 at 10m above the sur-192

face is 45.5m s−1, 58.01m s−1, 72.87m s−1, 76.71m s−1 and 84.87m s−1 for the 26 ◦C,193

28 ◦C, 30 ◦C, 32 ◦C and 34 ◦C simulations, respectively.194

We evaluate spin-up of the LES domains using turbulence evolution in the bound-195

ary layer. Due to the strong winds, turbulence propagates rapidly across all resolvable196

scales in the LES domains. For domain d04, turbulence spectra at the surface for a ra-197

dial location r far away from the tropical cyclone eyewall R, (r̂ = r/R = 1.8), con-198

verge 1 h after initialization (Figure 2a). However, wind speed at the surface takes longer199

than turbulence to stabilize (Figure 3). Maximum instantaneous surface winds stabilize200

4 h after initialization for the Ts =26 ◦C to 32 ◦C simulations, and 2 h after initializa-201

tion for the Ts =34 ◦C simulation. For domain d05, turbulence spectra away from the202

eyewall converge 5min after initialization (Figure 2b). Turbulence spectra for d04 and203

d05 levels off for k > 1/8∆x because the effective grid resolution of WRF is 7 − 8∆x204
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Figure 1. Temporal evolution of maximum instantaneous wind speed at 10m above the sur-

face in each mesoscale domain for the a) 26 ◦C, b)28 ◦C, c) 30 ◦C, d) 32 ◦C, and e) 34 ◦C tropical

cyclone simulations.

Figure 2. Turbulence spectra of the streamwise velocity at a radial location, r = 1.8R, for

domain d04 (a) and domain d05 (b) at 10m above the surface for the Ts =26 ◦C simulation.

Turbulence spectra are color coded for minutes since initialization for each domain. The vertical

black lines represent the effective resolution of WRF (7− 8∆x) (Skamarock, 2004).
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Figure 3. Time series of maximum streamwise wind speed at the surface (10m) for domain

d04. The light colored lines represent instantaneous maximum wind speed at every time step in

the domain. The dark colored lines represent the 10-min moving average.

(Skamarock, 2004). Note that we only present turbulence evolution for the lowest-intensity205

tropical cyclone because turbulence spin-up is faster in the other cases. The high-resolution206

LES domain for the Ts =26 ◦C to 32 ◦C simulations is run for 65min, from which the207

first 5min are ignored due to turbulence spin-up. Domain d05 in the Ts =34 ◦C trop-208

ical cyclone is run for only 50min due to increased computational cost.209

Just as winds are faster with increasing surface temperatures, the size of the trop-210

ical cyclone also increases (Figure 4) with increasing surface temperatures in these sim-211

ulations, as in (Ren et al., 2020). The radius of maximum wind speed at 10m above the212

surface, R, is on average at 13.8 km, 21.3 km, 20.3 km, 27.1 km and 33.6 km from the cen-213

ter for the 26 ◦C to 34 ◦C simulations, respectively. Throughout the simulation period,214

surface winds at the eyewall are on average 25m s−1, 27m s−1, 35m s−1, 36m s−1 and215

39m s−1 for the Ts =26 ◦C to 34 ◦C tropical cyclones, respectively. We evaluate wind216

statistics at radial locations near the eyewall (r̂ = r/R = [0.8, 1.2]) to quantify the217

extreme wind conditions that occur in tropical cyclones. Note that for largest storms (i.e.,218

Ts = 32 ◦C and 34 ◦C) r̂ = [0.8, 1.2] spans a radial distance of more than 10 km.219

4 Tropical cyclone intensity220

Two category-1, two category-2 and one category-3 tropical cyclones are simulated221

by increasing surface temperature Ts from 26 ◦C to 34 ◦C (Figure 5). We define the cat-222

egory of each tropical cyclone using the Saffir-Simpson wind scale (National Hurricane223

Center, 2021), commonly used to determine storm intensity and property damage. Max-224

imum 1-min sustained winds at 10 meters above the surface in domain d05 are on av-225

erage 35.04m s−1, 38.08m s−1, 47.26m s−1, 46.19m s−1 and 50.05m s−1 for the 26 ◦C,226

28 ◦C, 30 ◦C, 32 ◦C and 34 ◦C simulations, respectively (Figure 5). As a result, tropical227

cyclones with Ts =26 ◦C and 28 ◦C are on average category-1, Ts =30 ◦C and 32 ◦C228

are on average category-2, and Ts =34 ◦C is on average a category-3. Because wind speed229

changes with grid resolution, we define the intensity of each storm using 1-min averaged230

wind speed in domain d05 only. Furthermore, the remaining analysis only considers wind231

conditions in the highest resolution domain.232

From hereon, we refer to each tropical cyclone based on its intensity level (category-233

1,2 or 3) and eyewall radius (R). As such, the tropical cyclone forced with Ts =26 ◦C234

is a category-1 storm with radius of maximum winds R = 13.8 km, and so on, as listed235

in Table 1.236
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Figure 4. Time-averaged horizontal wind speed at 10m above the surface for the a) 26 ◦C, b)

28 ◦C, c) 30 ◦C, d) 32 ◦C, and e) 34 ◦C tropical cyclone simulations. Panel (f) shows the radial

distribution of horizontal wind speed for all tropical cyclones. The x−axis in panel (f) represents

the normalized radial location r̂ = r/R. The velocity fields are averaged over the 50- or 60-min

simulation time period.
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Figure 5. Time series of maximum 1-min averaged horizontal wind speed at 10m above

the surface for each tropical cyclone. For reference, the horizontal black lines illustrate the

wind speed thresholds for the Tropical Storm (TS), Category-1 (Cat-1), Category-2 (Cat-2)

and Category-3 (Cat-3) denominations in the Saffir-Simpson scale.

5 Wind conditions relevant for offshore turbine design237

The IEC standards (IEC, 2019a, 2019b) specify atmospheric conditions for extreme238

events, such as tropical cyclones, for offshore wind turbine design. Because hub-height239

wind speeds in tropical cyclones exceed the operational cut-out wind speed, wind tur-240

bines are expected to be parked during a tropical cyclone and their rotors to be in a stand-241

still or idling condition. Design load cases (DLC) during parked design situations include242

the combination of extreme wind and wave conditions (DLC 6.1-6.4), we only consider243

extreme wind conditions here. In particular, extreme wind models recommended by the244

IEC standards include 10-min and 3-sec analysis using the reference wind speed with a245

recurrence period of 50 years, and the standard deviation of the horizontal wind as a proxy246

for turbulence (IEC, 2019a). Furthermore, yaw misalignment is also considered as a loads247

amplifying factor with a maximum, mean yaw misalignment of ±20◦ or ±8◦, depend-248

ing on the extreme wind model. In both cases, an active yaw system is assumed to be249

in place and the absence of slippage is also assured. Finally, Annex I of the IEC 61400−3250

standards specify two additional DLCs (i.e. I.1 and I.2) specifically for areas prone to251

tropical cyclones, which allow for an increase in the design return period (from 50 years252

to 500 years). For DLC I.1, 10-min averaged winds with a 500-year return period should253

be estimated using the local climatology of the site. For DLC I.2, the return period for254

winds should be selected such that the joint event of loss of yaw power and controls dur-255

ing the extreme environmental conditions is 500 years.256

We contrast wind conditions from the IEC design standards for offshore wind tur-257

bines against the conditions calculated by the LES of tropical cyclones. In this way, we258

compare 10-min and 3-sec winds in the turbine rotor layer with a 50-year recurrence pe-259

riod from the IEC 61400−3 standard with 10-min and 3-sec averaged winds from each260

tropical cyclone simulation. We also compare turbulence in the tropical cyclone bound-261

ary layer against the assumed turbulence from the IEC standards. Furthermore, we eval-262

uate the temporal and spatial evolution of wind direction in the turbine rotor layer. For263

reference, we consider the NREL 5MW wind turbine for offshore development with hub264

height at 90m above the surface and rotor diameter D of 126m (Jonkman et al., 2009).265
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5.1 Extreme wind models266

Design loads are evaluated using a variety of wind models with a reference wind267

speed. For parked conditions, such as during a tropical cyclone event, design loads are268

evaluated using the steady extreme wind speed model and the turbulent extreme wind269

speed model. The steady extreme wind speed model provides guidance on 3-sec aver-270

aged winds in the turbine rotor layer with 50-year (Ue50) recurrence period (Equation271

1). The turbulent extreme wind speed model provides guidance on 10-min averaged winds272

in the turbine rotor layer with 50-year (U50) recurrence period (Equation 2). The lat-273

est IEC standard for offshore wind turbines (IEC, 2019b) requires the use of the turbu-274

lent extreme wind speed model for DLC 6.1-6.4; conversely, either extreme wind speed275

model can be used for onshore wind turbine design (IEC, 2019a). Herein, we contrast276

both models against wind conditions in tropical cyclones. For the IEC Class IA+ tur-277

bine, the most robust turbine class in the IEC standards for deployment in regions with278

low-risk for tropical cyclones, the reference wind speed (Uref) and turbulence intensity279

(Iref) are 50m s−1 and 0.18, respectively. For the IEC Class IA+,T turbine (Class T from280

hereon), the most robust turbine class in the IEC standards for deployment in regions281

where tropical cyclones can occur, the reference wind speed (Uref,T) and turbulence in-282

tensity are 57m s−1 and 0.18, respectively.283

Ue50(z) = 1.4Uref

(
z

zh

)0.11

(1)

U50(z) = Uref

(
z

zh

)0.11

(2)

Hub-height wind gusts in tropical cyclones rarely exceed design standards for the284

Class I and Class T turbines (Figure 6a). The black (grey) vertical line in Figure 6a de-285

note design specifications for the Class I (Class T) turbine for 50 year return periods.286

Wind gusts are larger than design criteria for the Class I turbine less than 10% of the287

time for category-2 and category-3 storms. For Class T turbines, wind gusts exceed de-288

sign specifications less than 1% of the time in category-2 and category-3 storms. Wind289

gusts in category-1 tropical cyclones do not exceed 50-year design criteria for Class I and290

Class T turbines.291

Mean (10-min) hub-height winds in category-2,3 tropical cyclones typically exceed292

design standards for Class I turbines (Figure 6b). Over the simulated time period, 10-293

min averaged hub-height winds near the eyewall can exceed 50-year Class I turbine de-294

sign standards at least 85% of the time in category-2 storms. Mean hub-height winds295

Figure 6. Probability density of 3-sec (a) and 10-min (b) averaged winds at hub height for

radial locations between r̂ = [0.8, 1.2]. The vertical black (grey) lines illustrate the extreme winds

for the Class I (Class T) turbine in the IEC standards with a 50-year recurrence period for the

steady (a) and turbulent (b) extreme wind speed models.
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Figure 7. Probability density of the power-law exponent fit to the 3-sec (a) and 10-min (b)

averaged wind profiles for radial locations between r̂ = [0.8, 1.2]. The vertical black line illustrates

the power-law exponent from the IEC standards α = 0.11.

near the eyewall of the category-3 storm always exceed design criteria for Class I tur-296

bines. Mean winds in the category-1 tropical cyclones are faster than design standards297

for the Class I turbine less than 10% of the time.298

Hub-height winds averaged over 10-min in category-2,3 tropical cyclones sometimes299

exceed Class T turbine design standards (Figure 6b). Winds (10-min averaged) near the300

eyewall of the category-2 storms exceed design criteria for Class T turbines at least 28%301

of the time. In the highest intensity storm, mean hub-height winds exceed design cri-302

teria 86% of the time. Mean winds at hub height in the category-1 tropical cyclones do303

not exceed 50-year design criteria for the Class T turbine.304

Current standards underestimate the extreme vertical shear of the horizontal wind305

that can occur in the turbine rotor layer during extreme events (Figure 7). Instead, the306

steady and turbulent extreme wind models (Equations 1 and 2) prescribed in the stan-307

dards suggest a power-law wind profile during extreme events with an exponent α = 0.11.308

However, wind profiles for the category-1, category-2 and category-3 tropical cyclones309

consistently display larger shear (Figure 7). More than 85% of 3-sec averaged wind pro-310

files evidence larger shear than design specifications for all tropical cyclones. Moreover,311

virtually all 10-min averaged wind profiles display shear larger than α = 0.11. The mean312

power law exponent for both 3-sec and 10-min averaged wind profiles near the eyewall313

is about 0.20 for all tropical cyclones. In addition, shear for 3-sec (10-min) averaged winds314

exceeds α = 0.32 (0.22) at least 5% of the time for all tropical cyclones.315

The extreme wind speed models from the IEC standards fail to account for com-316

plex wind profiles, which typically occur over short time periods (Figure 8). Figure 8 shows317

the wind profile of the median hub-height wind speed for a 3-sec and 10-min averaging318

periods. Wind profiles representing 3-sec averaged conditions can often display local max-319

ima within the rotor layer, which could impact loads (Figure 8f-j). This variability is also320

evidenced in the larger spread of the power law exponent for the 3-sec winds compared321

to the 10-min averaged winds (Figure 7). Even though the 10-min averaged wind pro-322

files do not typically display a local maxima within the rotor layer, wind speed in the323

upper turbine rotor layer can exceed 50-year design standards for Class I and Class T324

turbines due to larger-than-expected wind shear (Figure 8a-e).325

5.2 Turbulence model326

IEC wind turbine design specifications recommend the Mann uniform shear model327

(Mann, 1994) or the Kaimal spectral model (Kaimal et al., 1972) for design load calcu-328
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Figure 8. Wind profiles of the median hub-height wind speed for a 10-min (a-e) and 3-sec

(f-j) averaging periods. Wind speed profiles are shown at multiple radial locations: r̂ = 0.8 (a,f),

r̂ = 0.9 (b,g), r̂ = 1.0 (c,h), r̂ = 1.1 (d,i), and r̂ = 1.2 (e,j). The solid black (grey) lines in

each panel represent the wind profile for the Class I (Class T) turbine for the turbulent (a-e) and

steady (f-j) extreme wind speed models in the IEC standards with a 50-year recurrence period.

The grey shaded area in each panel represents the turbine rotor layer. The horizontal black line

illustrates hub height.

lations (IEC, 2019a). Even though these models may not represent the spectral energy329

in the tropical cyclone boundary layer (Worsnop, Bryan, et al., 2017), we will focus on330

the total energy contained over all frequencies, namely the variance of the horizontal ve-331

locity. An input to the Mann and Kaimal models is the standard deviation of the stream-332

wise velocity σ1, commonly estimated using the normal turbulence model (Equation 3).333

As recommended in the IEC standards (IEC, 2019a, 2019b), the standard deviation of334

the streamwise wind is estimated using a 10-min moving average.335

σ1 = Iref(0.75Uhub + b)

Uhub = 0.7Uref

b = 5.6 m s−1

(3)

The normal turbulence model underestimates variability in the tropical cyclone bound-336

ary layer, especially for the high-intensity tropical cyclones (Figure 9). The standard de-337

viation of the streamwise wind at hub height is frequently larger than the normal tur-338

bulence model for the Class I and Class T turbines. For the category-1 storms, σ1 ex-339

ceeds the normal turbulence model 23% (16%) of the time for the Class I (Class T) tur-340

bine. For the category-2 storms, σ1 exceeds the normal turbulence model 38% (30%) of341

the time for the Class I (Class T) turbine. Finally, for the category-3 storm, σ1 exceeds342

the normal turbulence model 44% (37%) of the time for the Class I (Class T) turbine.343

Furthermore, the 95th percentile of σ1 in the eyewall vicinity is greater than 10m s−1,344

13m s−1 and 15m s−1 for the category-1, category-2 and category-3 tropical cyclones,345
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Figure 9. Probability density of the standard deviation of the streamwise velocity for the

category-1 R = 13.8 km (a), category-1 R = 21.3 km (b), category-2 R = 20 km (c), category-2

R = 27.1 km (d), and category-3 R = 33.6 km (e) tropical cyclones. Probability distributions

are color-coded for radial locations between r̂ = [0.8, 1.2]. The dashed vertical black (grey) line

illustrates the standard deviation of the streamwise velocity from the normal turbulence model

for the Class I (Class T) turbine.

respectively. Thus, the normal turbulence model does not represent the extreme wind346

variability that can occur in the tropical cyclone boundary layer.347

5.3 Yaw misalignment348

The design specifications the IEC 61400−3 requires parked turbines to consider wind349

direction changes for loads analysis. Yaw misalignment is the horizontal wind direction350

deviation from the wind turbine rotor axis. The standard dictates that a ±20◦ and a ±8◦351

yaw misalignment should be considered when estimating loads using the steady and the352

turbulent extreme wind model, respectively.353

Hub-height winds change direction rapidly near the tropical cyclone eyewall (Fig-354

ure 10). Rapid wind direction changes over 10-sec intervals occasionally exceed 8◦. On355

average for all tropical cyclones, 10-sec changes in hub-height wind direction exceed 8◦356

17% of the time. However, our simulations suggest winds rarely change direction by more357

than 20◦ over a 10-sec time period. Throughout the simulation period, winds change di-358

rection by more than 20◦ over a 10-sec period at most 3% of the time, and on average359

for all tropical cyclones only 1% of the time. While our results differ from the large shifts360

in wind direction reported by Worsnop, Lundquist, et al. (2017), we are simulating dif-361

ferent storms: they simulate a category-5 tropical cyclone whereas our highest-intensity362
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Figure 10. Probability density of yaw misalignment for the category-1 R = 13.8 km (a),

category-1 R = 21.3 km (b), category-2 R = 20 km (c), category-2 R = 27.1 km (d), and

category-3 R = 33.6 km (e) tropical cyclones. Probability distributions are color-coded for radial

locations between r̂ = [0.8, 1.2]. The dotted vertical black (grey) line illustrates the ±8◦ (±20◦)

misalignment from the IEC standards for reference.
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Figure 11. Radial distribution of median wind veer over the turbine rotor layer for the

category-1 (a), category-2 (b), and category-3 (c) tropical cyclones. The colored shaded regions

on each plot represent the 95% confidence intervals.

storm is category 3. Furthermore, they only report the maximum yaw misalignment at363

each radial location (Worsnop, Lundquist, et al., 2017).364

5.4 Wind veer365

Just as wind speed varies with height, wind direction also changes in the vertical366

direction. This vertical variation in wind direction is called wind veer. Wind veer is not367

considered in current design specifications, even though it typically occurs in the atmo-368

spheric boundary layer onshore (Vanderwende et al., 2015) and offshore (Bodini et al.,369

2019), and can impact turbine performance (Sanchez Gomez & Lundquist, 2020; Bardal370

et al., 2015; Gao et al., 2021) and loads (Churchfield & Sirnivas, 2018; Robertson et al.,371

2019; Kapoor et al., 2020). Veer is defined as the shortest rotational path between the372

wind vectors at the bottom and top of the turbine rotor layer, here normalized over the373

turbine rotor diameter D. We estimate wind veer using the difference in 10-sec averaged374

wind direction at the top (z =153m) and bottom (z =27m) of the turbine rotor layer.375

Wind veer remains largely unchanged along the radius of the tropical cyclone close376

to the eyewall for all storm intensities (Figure 11). For the category-1 storms, median377

wind veer close to the eyewall is on average 0.083 and 0.068 ◦ m−1. For the category-2378

storms, median wind veer is on average 0.069 and 0.066 ◦ m−1. For the category-3 storm,379

median wind veer is on average 0.053 ◦ m−1. The weaker tropical cyclones evidence larger380

variability in wind veer than the high-intensity tropical cyclones, as shown by the 95%381

confidence intervals at each radial location (Figure 11). This increased variability is likely382

due to larger eddies forming in the high-intensity tropical cyclones, resulting in coher-383

ent structures that span the turbine rotor layer.384

6 Conclusions385

Wind conditions in tropical cyclones relevant for wind turbine design are not well386

understood and data are scarce. As a result, design standards for offshore wind turbines387

may misrepresent extreme conditions in tropical cyclones. We perform idealized LES of388

five storms to evaluate current turbine design standards. We evaluate mean and turbu-389

lence wind statistics in the tropical cyclone boundary layer and compare them with IEC390

design specifications. We find likely wind conditions near the eyewall of category-1, category-391

2 and category-3 storms can exceed current design standard recommendations.392

In particular, mean (10-min) hub-height wind speed in the eyewall vicinity is fre-393

quently faster than expected in offshore design standards, especially for category-2 and394
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category-3 tropical cyclones (Figure 6b). Average 10-min winds in category-2 and category-395

3 cyclones exceed 50-year design specifications for both Class I and Class T turbines at396

least one third of the time. Category-1 storms typically do not exceed 50-year design cri-397

teria. The IEC 61400−3 standard requires the use of the turbulent extreme wind model398

(10-min) for offshore turbine design (IEC, 2019b). These results suggest that the tur-399

bulent extreme wind model underestimates winds, especially near the tropical cyclone400

eyewall, for both Class I and Class T turbines.401

Wind speed gusts near the eyewall are sometimes faster than expected in offshore402

design standards for category-2 and category-3 tropical cyclones (Figure 6a). Wind gusts403

exceed design specifications for the Class I turbine nearly 10% of the time in the category-404

3 storm. For the category-2 tropical cyclones, 3-sec winds exceed design specifications405

less than 5% of the time. Wind conditions in all storms rarely exceed 3-sec design cri-406

teria for Class T turbines for 50-year return periods. Worsnop, Lundquist, et al. (2017)407

also showed wind gusts in tropical cyclones can exceed design standards for Class I tur-408

bines for a category-5 storm. They report 3-sec winds can be 1.7 faster than 10-min winds409

near the eyewall (Worsnop, Lundquist, et al., 2017). For a limited number of hurricanes,410

Vickery and Skerlj (2005) also reports high wind gusts. They show 5-sec averaged winds411

can exceed 70m s−1 when 10-min winds are at least 50m s−1 at 40m above the surface.412

Even though the steady extreme wind model (3-sec) is not recommended for offshore wind413

turbines, the IEC 61400−1 standard suggests this model for onshore wind turbine de-414

sign (IEC, 2019a). These results suggest that the steady extreme wind model may un-415

derestimate winds for Class I turbines, especially near the eyewall of high-intensity trop-416

ical cyclones.417

Wind speed shear in tropical cyclones is also larger than in the IEC extreme wind418

models (Figure 7). The mean power law exponent, α, in our simulations is calculated419

to have an average value around 0.2, nearly twice as large as the values specified for the420

turbulent and steady extreme wind models (i.e. α =0.11). Furthermore, as hub-height421

winds are faster than anticipated, wind speed in the upper rotor layer also exceeds de-422

sign specifications. Note that the IEC standards include an extreme wind shear model423

with α = 0.2 for use when turbines are in operation (DLC 1.1-1.5). This finding may424

suggest that an additional provision in the standards could be made to recommend the425

use of the extreme shear model exponent, α =0.2, for design load calculations during426

tropical cyclones as well.427

Wind speed variability is also potentially underestimated for design load calcula-428

tions. For the Class I (Class T) turbine for very high turbulence characteristics (i.e., A+429

category), the normal turbulence model anticipates σ1 = 5.7m s−1 (6.4m s−1). The stan-430

dard deviation of the horizontal velocity at the eyewall is on average 3, 4.5, and 5.7m s−1
431

for the category-1, category-2 and category-3 storms, respectively. Nonetheless, extreme432

wind conditions in tropical cyclones can result in σ1 > 10m s−1 for at least 5% of cases433

for all storm categories. Therefore, design specifications for 50-year recurrence events could434

incorporate a larger standard deviation to represent the higher turbulence levels that can435

occur in tropical cyclones.436

Wind direction shifts across the turbine rotor layer are also significant in tropical437

cyclones. Hub-height wind direction changes over short time periods (10-sec) typically438

do not exceed ±20◦ and only occasionally (17% probability of occurrence) exceed ±8◦439

for the tropical cyclones simulated here (Figure 10). We do not expect extreme changes440

in hub-height wind direction throughout our simulations because the tropical cyclones441

are in a quasi-steady state. In reality, tropical cyclones drift over time, potentially re-442

sulting in ±180◦ changes in wind direction as the storm moves over the wind plant. Nev-443

ertheless, all storms evidence large wind veer across the turbine rotor layer (Figure 11).444

Current design specifications do not account for the increased loads from wind veer (Kapoor445

et al., 2020). We find wind veer does not change dramatically between storm intensities446

nor radial location. As a result, we expect the faster winds in the category-3 storm to447
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increase loads more compared to the category-1 storm. The influence from veer should448

be tested in load simulators to assess its importance on design standards for tropical cy-449

clones of varying intensity levels.450

These results can help improve design standards for offshore wind turbines in re-451

gions prone to tropical cyclones. Investigation of the actual loads induced by the wind452

gusts, turbulence levels, yaw misalignment and veer discussed here can provide guidance453

on the modifications required to build turbines for regions with high-risk of tropical cy-454

clones. Note that the simulations presented here likely provide a conservative estimate455

of the extreme conditions occurring in the turbine rotor layer. Ren et al. (2020, 2022);456

Ito et al. (2017) show that turbulence statistics vary with increased grid resolution. As457

a result, wind gusts in the tropical cyclone eyewall can be faster and wind direction changes458

more severe, increasing loads on wind turbine support structures and blades. Refinements459

to the LES should also be explored to include wave effects, which are required for de-460

sign load calculations in the IEC standards. Adding wind-wave coupling can provide ad-461

ditional information about the sea state in the tropical cyclone, which also influences loads462

on the support structure of offshore wind turbines (Kim et al., 2016).463
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